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Introduction
You're married to the love of your life... but that doesn't mean your dick was happy about it. Now thanks
to Wife Switch happily married couples are getting together and sharing their joy. Trading spouses and
bodily fluids... just make sure to shower before you head home together!

Adult Review
When you�re sick of fucking the same cunt night after night, it�s time for a change.  So get out of bed and call up a buddy
and bitch until he agrees to swap his wife with you for a night.  At Wife Switch, you�ll see 54 episodes featuring four very
happy men and women who have lived out this fantasy.  Every scene is a sex-filled foursome that does away with the vanilla
sex of married couples in favor of a lusty romp with non-stop action.  There�s very little plot and dialog, and most scenes cut
right to the chase.   One of the hotter recent scenes showcases the sexy and fun Penny Flame teamed up with Monica
Mayhem for a fucktastic extravaganza of frantic fucking and sucking.<br />  <br />  Over the past year Wife Switch has been
uploading all new videos in High Definition formats.  The HD video clips are .wmv files with a resolution of 1068 x 600 and
encoded at a speed of 3.68 Mbps.  You can view the High Def action either as a single complete movie, or view it in several
different chunks. All of the HD clips are downloadable and yours to keep because no DRM is used.  If you�d rather not
download the clips, you can also stream them all directly from your web browser by means of an embedded flash player.  <br
/>  <br />  Both the downloads and streams are available in several non-HD formats as well, including a small file suitable for
the slowest connections.  Most of the videos run for 30 minutes, and video content that is older than a year is generally not
available for download. <br />  <br />  You�ll find that the main members page of Wife Switch is neat and easy to navigate. 
The latest update appears in the middle of the page along with several thumbnails and supporting text.  A search function has
been embedded in the page and appears at the top left.  Using this makes finding your favorite starlet easy, since there are
over 100 girls on the site.  And if there�s a new girl who you�d like to see in a future update, or have a general question or
comment about the site, take advantage of a virtual suggestion form that makes communication with the site ownership quick
and easy.<br />  <br />  Right next to the latest update is a link that will take you to the exclusive update pages of Wife
Switch.  All episodes are represented by a single thumbnail that is a mini-portrait of the two couples all dressed up before
peeling their clothes off.  Cast ID could be better, because sticking with the site�s theme the updates are presented with only
last name�s of the couple (thankfully it seems the husbands have taken on the wive�s last names).  So the update featuring
Penny Flame and Monica Mayhem is labeled as �The Flames and Mayhems�.  This is fine for seasoned porn patrons, but if
you find someone you haven�t seen before, it�s a bit of a hassle.<br />  <br />  All of the videos come with a high
resolution photo gallery that each contain about 200 pictures.  The individual photos look really good, since they are shot
with a high end digital camera and presented in 800 x 533 resolution.  The galleries start off with some glamor shots of the
couple before they get down and dirty and feature the raw hardcore action.<br />  <br />  A one month membership to Wife
Switch is normally priced at $39.95 but as a special discount, members of The Tongue who get their access by taking the Free
Preview of Wife Switch though our site can sign up for only $29.95 per month! Full monthly members are also get access to
all of the other Included Sites on the right side of this review! 23 extra pornsites that feature High Def pictures and videos in a
wide variety of niches make this a hell of a deal.  The search feature that was mentioned before works across the entire
network, and the more popular girls generally appear on more than one site.  It�s easy to keep track of the network updates
by paying attention to the update calendar that is available on the main members page.

Porn Summary
You probably have a buddy or two that has a hot ass wife who you�d just love to screw.  So what do you do?  Convince your
own wife to fuck your buddy, and then you have a free pass to fuck his.  Making the Wife Switch may seem like a challenge,
but the best things in life don�t always come easy.
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